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The first month…
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Briefings and site visits
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Getting out and about with NYFRS......
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Getting out and about with NYP......



Initial priorities
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Tackle Neighbourhood Crime

Clamp down on drugs

Deal with County Lines and pervasive recreational drugs.

A new approach to Anti-Social Behaviour

Reinvigorate partnership work to solve the root causes.

Counter cross-border crime

Protect our borderlands from travelling criminals.

Reduce reoffending 

Reform offending behaviour to reduce persistent criminality.
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Protect the vulnerable and victims

Prevent harm before it happens
Instil a prevention first culture in both Services.

Promote the Victim’s Code
Ensure victims get a rigorous, timely and empathetic service.

Enhance safety for women and girls
Counter domestic and public violence and prevent offending behaviour.

Tackle hate crime
Help build an inclusive society

Develop a Public Safety Service
Work to prevent vulnerability collaboratively.
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Enhance rural services

Fair funding
To meet the challenges of serving the largest county in England.

On Call Fire Service
Reform the Service to recognise their commitment and improve availability.

Stop speeding
Deal decisively with road safety on rural roads and in villages.

Rural and wildlife crime
Proper recognition of the impact of crime in rural areas.

Dog theft
Criminalise the offence and improve the response.
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Services that are fit for the future

Properly equipped
Ensure Services have the technology to keep them at the cutting edge.

Make sure estate, fleet and equipment is up to date and meets the need.

Customer focused
Improve 101 response times

Enhance collaboration
Foster new cross-border agreements to protect our area.

Work closer with local partners to improve prevention.

Pool resources to co-fund and co-commission

Save to re-invest
Maximise efficiency to release funds to re-invest in frontline services.
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Force Control Room
Currently experiencing significant demand

• 999 – June daily demand equivalent to New Years Eve – 300 calls per day.

• May – 8203; June 8723 – Highest call volume on record. June 2020 was 4295.

• 101 – current daily average 761 – 100 more than usual daily average in June

Staffing to demand

• Changing shift timings to ensure maximum cover at peak demand

• Recruited an additional 8 staff and temporarily increasing by 6 FTE

Digital channels

• Single Online Home – digital contact and transactions 

• Publish peak times and live call waiting / call volumes
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Forward look
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Governance

• Intend to maintain current governance arrangements 

• Home Office PCC Review part 1 requires a resilience plan be in place
• Deputy may be mandated, but decided not to appoint and to review in 12 months

• Areas for Investment in the OPFCC – and for Chief Executive to deliver – to 
provide resilience and equally importantly enhance Service Delivery for 
North Yorkshire and the City of York
• Establish permanent and resilient leadership, management and organisational 

development model as part of an overall Business Development Strategy
• Put in place a Delivery and Governance Plan to ensure delivery of the PCP and FRP –

and enhance good governance of policing and fire.
• Communications, Digital Engagement
• Education Sector and Youth Engagement
• Ensuring our Customer Service model is enhanced and resilient
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Plans and Consultations
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Analyse

• Vision

• Pledges

• Risk profile

• Public need

• Service and 
partner needs

• June- August

Consult

• 12 weeks

• Open and 
representative 
survey

• Street events

• Focus groups

• Aug-Nov

Publish

• Finalise Plans

• SMART 
outcomes

• Evaluation 
framework

• Panel review

• Nov-Jan



Commissioning priorities

• Recommissioning of Sexual Assault Referral Centre and Child Sexual 
Assault Assessment Service ahead of UKAS accreditation 

• Renewed Victim Needs Assessment

• Implementation and evaluation of new Diversion Services

• Implementation of new Young people in Domestic Abuse households 
service

• Recommissioning of Independent Victim Adviser service and Youth 
Commission

• Review of Child Sexual/Criminal Exploitation and CSCE Parent Liaison 
services
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Working in Partnership

• Reinvigorate relationships across local government and wider 
partnership landscape

• Looking to work closely with partners on issues and joint priorities

• Keen to engage broadly and welcome support to gather public views 
and understand local concerns
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Any Questions?
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